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The State of Video in the Advertising Industry
Video works. It’s engaging for viewers and effective for advertisers. That’s one reason video views are booming
and video advertising is having a record year -- in views and revenue. More than 188 million U.S. Internet users
watched 37.7 billion online content videos in August, while video ad views totaled 9.5 billion, according to
comScore.

(Source: comScore Video Metrix trend, August 2011 to August 2012)
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(Source: Forrester Research Online Display Advertising Forecast, 2012 To 2016 (US))
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The adoption of new and powerful smartphones and tablet devices is also helping spur the increase in video
and video ads. Fifty-five percent of marketers plan to use mobile video ads in 2012, up from 39% last year,
according to Break Media.

Evolving Video Viewing Habits
Televisions continue to be the most commonly used device for watching video but other devices are gaining
in popularity. HDTVs are the most prevalent devices used for video viewing, used by two-thirds (66 percent) of
U.S. adults online. Computers are also commonly used to watch video, with 62 percent using a laptop to watch
video and 55 percent using a desktop. One-third (33 percent) of consumers are using their smartphones to
watch video content, and 17 percent are using their tablets.

(Source: CEA, The Evolving Video Landscape , 2012)
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Yet, while the market shows every sign of thriving, ad buyers often can’t cost-efficiently find enough brand
safe impressions to reach their desired audience. Publishers may get high CPMs, but only when they can find
a match with the kinds of targeting marketers need. The struggles are easy to understand:
The entire ad market — not just video — has evolved fast in recent years. Premium buys, ad networks,
competing targeting methodologies, and ad exchanges all ask for similar ad dollars. It’s a daunting array
for marketers and publishers
Agencies are also grappling with the changes. Even their specially assigned advertising trading desks
can struggle to achieve the right mix of premium and other buys
Users’ habits and expectations are quickly evolving, as they shift among devices, the Web, social networks,
games, text messaging and even email
Premium publishers are challenged to find the balance between selling direct for maximum revenue and
maximizing reach through networks and exchanges
Smaller publishers have a hard time getting into agencies and, while they can access many ad networks,
they can have a harder time applying newer technologies

RTB for Video Advertising: Solution?
Over the past year, real-time bidding
(RTB) for video advertising has emerged
as a solution to address many of the
challenges faced by both buyers and
sellers of video ad inventory. In fact, RTB
for video advertising will soon command
a larger portion of digital video ad dollars
than RTB in display. Forrester predicts
that RTB activity will account for 25% of
all digital video advertising impressions
in 2013, compared to 12% in display, as
quality inventory increases, market
liquidity builds, targeting technologies improve, and both publishers
and buyers become more sophisticated.

(Source: Parks Associates, Real-time Bidding: The Online Ad Exchange , 2012)
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Key differences between the digital video and more traditional (and more mature) digital advertising display
markets also help account for the trend. Video is far less fragmented than the display market, in which more than
300 advertising networks compete for business. A surfeit of advertising inventory has driven CPMs down, and
premium publishers are eschewing the open market.
Advertising exchanges using programmatic buying technologies such as real-time bidding have promised to
ameliorate the trend by helping publishers find the highest bid for their advertising spots, while giving marketers
both audience-level and contextual targeting. But the display market has been driven largely by direct response
marketing, not branding, which has served to send prices lower. Publishers complain privately that when they
set up private network exchanges to try to limit inventory to high-end buyers, they cannot attract enough demand.
In video, by contrast, the market has fewer
operators and is less fragmented. Buyers tend to
be representing more brand-driven marketers —
many of whom are accustomed to traditional TV,
and so are comfortable with video. And there is,
so far, a shortage of quality inventory. Average
CPMs for video RTB have actually risen, from $7
to $9, according to Forrester. As one agency
executive said: “The demand from buyers is
very high. If a publisher is willing to provide
inventory via RTB, it’s highly likely that we can
find an advertiser willing to buy it.”
At the moment, the popularity of RTB for video
advertising is being driven by the demand side.
Audience buying is a natural fit for video. From
digital to TV buyers, video has always been an
essentially audience-driven buying process.
Unlike ad networks, the RTB ecosystem, made
up of exchanges, Demand Side Platforms (DSPs)
and Agency Trading Desks (ATDs), allow targeting
at the single placement and impression level,
rather than in more opaque bundles that ad
networks sell. Plus, sellers and buyers can find
new ways to optimize delivery and maximize
value for both sides.

(Sources: DIGIDAY and Adap.tv, “Video State of Industry Survey,”
provided to eMarketer, November 11, 2010)
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Challenges Remain
Despite the rapid growth, however, there are challenges for the industry, not the least of which is educating
all sides to spur innovation and adoption. Some ad buyers and sellers have been hesitant to adopt the new
technologies, slowing their ability to test possible benefits and the market’s means to achieve newly
profitable efficiencies. They may see unsold inventory as remnant, perhaps releasing it to ad networks for a
fraction of what they could otherwise make. Furthermore, the ad tech landscape and the myriad of technology
solutions is simply too confusing for both the buy and sell sides of the marketplace.
The digital video industry also lacks a clear measurement standard equivalent to traditional television’s GRP, let
alone a way to effectively monitor activity across the desktop, smartphone, tablet and TV.

New Market Wealth
Understandably, though, we’re bullish about the prospects and optimistic that through technology,
transparency and increasing education and adoption, we’re creating new opportunities, and new wealth, for
all involved. “Traditional marketers will get it,” Forrester quoted one executive as saying. “When convergence
happens, when people don’t think ‘traditional’ vs. ‘digital’ dollars — just about getting my message out there
— then video is ripe to take those dollars.”
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Control your CPMs by setting a timeframe and dollar limit
for each sales channel
In future chapters, we’ll be providing exclusive data, new insights, guides and instructions that will help you
understand, navigate and capitalize on today’s market — whether you’re already buying programmatically,
or just getting ready to test the waters.
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More Than TV: Understanding the Shift to Digital Video
While the money spent on digital video advertising is accelerating, industry leaders are now exploring how to
attract even more of the dollars that currently flow to TV and other channels.
The money spent on digital video advertising rose 18% the first half of this year compared to last, topping
$1 billion for the first time.1 eMarketer predicts a 40% rise in 2012. Forrester Research says spending will triple
within the next five years to more than $9 billion— even as growth in TV advertising slows.

(Source: eMarketer, September 2012)

1

According to the IAB, using figures from Price Waterhouse Coopers
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Factors contributing to the rise in digital video include:
Consumers spending more time with digital video than ever, on all types of computers, tablets and
mobile devices
Traditional broadcasters making their programs available online, delivering dollars to digital through
cross-platform packages
Major portals investing in quality programming, to attract viewers, and brand marketers by association
Ad exchanges providing the reach to target specific audiences in a scale that could soon approach TV
New ad formats, including opt-in ones, increasing user engagement
Marketers moving dollars to programmatic buying while publishers use the platforms to attract those
dollars and better optimize pricing and yield
Sellers and buyers applying improved segmentation technologies to better offer and, reach, respectively,
specific target audiences
Video being incorporated in new ways, such as in interstitial advertising in games, articles or apps, increasing
available impressions and scale
Participants adopting normalized standards and ad specs such as IAB’s VAST, which allows consistent
placements and ad serving across publisher environments

(Sources: eMarketer, Time spent and ad spend share date, 2011, IAB, Internet and Mobile Ad Dollar Spent Amount, and Mary Meeker KPCB Internet Trends Report, 2012)
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Asking the Right Question: When and How Spending Will Grow
While advertisers are starting to follow where people are spending their time, digital attracts a fraction of the
dollars and audience going to TV. “In the near term, conventional TV will continue to dominate spending: at
$64.5 billion, TV will make up 38.9% of total media ad spending in the U.S. in 2012. In contrast, online video’s
$2.9 billion will contribute a mere 1.7%,” eMarketer said.
Portals and platforms like YouTube, Yahoo, AOL and Microsoft are investing hundreds of millions on programs
featuring stars like Tom Hanks and Sarah Silverman. Yet, this pales in comparison with the billions big TV
networks spend. Content purveyors like Hearst, Meredith, Netflix and Amazon are expanding their original
video offerings, but a 30-minute TV show can attract more audience — and deliver more ads — than most
portals do in a day.

(Source: Nielsen Cross-Platform Report, 2012)
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“I’m bullish on digital video, but it won’t kill TV,” says LUMA Partners CEO and founder Terry Kawaja. “However,
new device proliferation, the introduction of a la carte TV pricing, and new cross-platform ratings currencies
are all accelerants to increasing digital revenues.”
Media ecologist Jack Myers praises portals, publishers and newer entrants like Alloy Digital and Vevo for not
only creating great content but also presenting it skillfully to the media buying community. But they have yet
to create what he calls the “trust, passion and sustainability” of a hit TV show.
“Quality content will move audiences,” Myers says, noting that traditional TV networks also “are stepping up
their game and attracting digital dollars (see chart).” They are also starting to incorporate digital ad targeting
techniques into their set-top box offerings.

(Source: Jack Myers Media Business Report exclusive to SpotXchange)
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The CEO of a children’s media production company concurs: “TV companies that two years ago were
uninterested in my multi-platform programming today are asking me for how many platforms I can produce.”
Increased online video budgets will also result from reallocated media spend from banner, search, classified
and other online advertising the IAB says accounted for $17 billion in the first half of 2012. “Web video is going
to suck up a lot of money from display advertising,” says Dave Morgan, CEO and founder of TV measurement
company Simulmedia, and a pioneering entrepreneur of digital advertising. Like display, digital video can be
targeted finely to target viewers based on an array that mixes their measured attributes behaviors and content.
It also allows tracking of performance metrics such as click-through and completed view rate.
Spikes caused by social viewing — witness the
unprecedented 7 million who watched Felix
Baumgartner’s record-breaking skydive on
YouTube, or the 500 million who’ve seen the
official Gangnam Style video — could further
ignite the trend.
As the shift in viewership and ad dollars occurs,
the onus is on sellers to capture those dollars
and buyers to maximize effectiveness. They
need to ready themselves for a time when the
distinction between “traditional” and digital video fades.
Virtually all media will become addressable as consumers look for relevant
programming and advertising tailored to them and their needs.
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Sellers:
Buyers:

Understand that the dollars you’re trying to attract may come
from budgets well beyond those allocated to TV or video.
A mass reach across platforms, with a balance of transactional
and branded advertising. Understand that digital video is a
branded opportunity, with targeting.
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A Multi-Platform World: Digital Video on Every Screen
Viewers are accessing more media than ever across multiple screens. To reach them the advertising industry
needs to find common technologies, standards and guidelines that will help all sides develop sophisticated
multi-tiered strategies.
The shift in consumption is clear, from TVs to PCs, gaming consoles, connected device, and especially,
smartphones and tablets. Every category of screen-based digital device has skyrocketed in recent years
(see graphic below)
More than 36 million people watch video on mobile phones.1 Fifty percent of smartphone users watch
video at least once a month.2 Android users, 50 percent of the market, watch 3.5 hours per month, double
the rate of a year ago3
Connected TVs and devices such as Roku, PlayStation and Xbox are gaining share, with Xbox earlier this
year registering more video views than the iPad4
Time spent consuming media online and in mobile among 18-49 year olds has ballooned in the past four
years while consumption of TV, radio and print have shrunk
57% of Gen Y viewers say they watched a TV network channel from 8-9pm in 2012, down from 82% in 2008.
They are instead streaming video, watching a recorded program or playing video games5

(Source: The Home Technology Monitor, October 2012)
1
Cable & Telecommunications Association for Marketing
2
eMarketer

NPD Group
FreeWheel Video Monetization Report, Q1 2012
5
GfK Research
3
4
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Consumers increasingly do not differentiate between live/linear, time-shifted, device-shifted, place-shifted, or
even simultaneous (multi-tasked) engagement with all forms of media,” says Kal Liebowitz, Chairman of KSL,
one of the largest independent media agencies. “The result is a patchwork of overlapping device experiences
that creates challenges for a CMO to command consumer attention.”
Those overlapping experiences mean that of more than seven hours spent consuming media on screens each
day in the U.S., one hour and twelve minutes is spent simultaneously on another screen (see graphic below).
More than 80% of tablet and smartphone users say they multitask while watching TV.

(Sources: Collective, citing IAB, eMarketer, Ipsos)
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The Biggest Shift: Mobile
The largest shift in consumption is to mobile.
By May, 10% of Internet traffic was on mobile devices, up from just 1 percent only 18 months earlier, and
mobile is expected to account for the majority of Internet access as early as next year.
A YouTube executive recently said mobile accounts for 25% of video views, up from 6% just 18 months earlier.
Globally, two-thirds of the world’s mobile data traffic is expected to be from video by 2016.6
With the shift in consumptions patterns, it’s not surprising that advertising is also starting to follow:
Mobile ad spending increased sevenfold from 2008 to 2011
Mobile ads nearly doubled the first half of this year to $1.2 billion compared with the same period in 20117
and are projected to grow to $10.8 billion by 2016, more than $1 billion of that in video (see graphic)
About 64% of respondents to a survey this year said they would allocate digital video ad budgets to
smartphones8

(Source: eMarketer, January 2012)
6
Cisco Systems
7
IAB, Price Waterhouse Coopers
8
BrightRoll, US Video Advertising Report, June 2012
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“As consumers spend more time watching video content on mobile devices — including smartphones and
tablets — marketers are looking for new and better ways to reach those consumers,” says Bernard Gershon,
industry strategist, SpotXchange adviser and former head of ABC News Digital. “Eventually, they will find an
experience for those smaller screens that is better than the 30-second pre-roll ad.”
Eventually, yes. So far, though, the dollars lag consumption. Mobile still accounts for only 1% ad spend overall
for a number of reasons, including:
The lack of common standards makes it difficult to scale quickly across multiple devices and screens.
People are spending more time on the sizing and resizing of advertising than on the [creative aspects] of
media,” said Brent Vartan, chief strategy officer of Deutsch New York, said at the recent Advertising Week
conference
The low-level CPMs — on average one quarter or less than the desktop — is a disincentive to sellers who
consider providing inventory. CPMs cannot rise until ad units better match the experience. “20%-30% of
traffic [to many websites] is now mobile, and yet we haven’t given those publishers a great way to monetize
it,” well-known venture capitalist Fred Wilson said at this month’s Ad Tech conference in New York
For video, only a few publishers are implementing technologies such as: ad networks’ SDKs, which can
make integration into apps and the mobile web easier; user-initiated advertising on mobile devices that
allows for interactivity, skipping or opt-outs
Mary Meeker, General Partner of the Kleiner Perkins investment firm, believes the challenges will be met and
ad spending will catch up to viewership, ultimately adding an estimated $20 billion in revenue, a significant
portion of it in advertising.
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New Standards, Measurements and Uses
Standardization also will help fuel faster growth. In November, the IAB is releasing revisions to its guidelines
for mobile ads, including in-app ones, which should also help add to the uptake in mobile advertising.
And that’s just mobile. With hundreds of millions of dollars being invested in video content and production (see
chapter 2), and the growth in social sharing of TV programming, ad buyers are looking for ways to efficiently
extend reach and measure across every platform.
“GRP is gaining momentum in the near term but is due for an evolution, a reinvention that will combine the
best of traditional and digital, while also accounting for shifts in consumer behavior like mobile and tablet
multitasking while watching TV,” says Jeremy Lockhorn, VP of Emerging Media at Razorfish.
Nielsen in October announced its Cross-Platform Campaign Ratings, which promises “unduplicated and
incremental reach, frequency and GRP measures for TV and Internet advertising... across Internet-connected devices.”
“Cross-Platform is so critical to online video advertising because it helps align the ecosystem with media buying
expectations of the multi-billion dollar TV advertising industry,” says Will Richmond of VideoNuze, a leading
industry blog.
Studies have already found that multi-screen campaigns greatly increase brand recall and brand lift much more
cost-efficiently than added exposure run separately in different media.
Brands, meanwhile, are using the new environments to engage consumers in ways they haven’t been able
to before.
“The biggest opportunity offered to marketers with all the ‘new’ platforms is simply around interactivity,” Peter
Naylor EVP, Digital Media Sales at NBC Universal recently told DigiDay. “Linear television is a one-way broadcast.
Web and mobile are two-way platforms. The creative opportunity is the dialogue. The creative challenge is to
initiate the dialogue.”
But wherever video is consumed, there’s no doubt consumption will grow, levels of data will increase, and
digital video buyers and sellers who position themselves well (see “Insider Tips”) will be best able to capitalize
on the multi-platform wave of marketing opportunities.
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For BUYERS and SELLERS
The screen matters. Lumping screens together ignores the distinctions each has. On smartphones,
users tend to consume in small increments. Tablets, TV and games are immersive but differ in the
“lean-back” passive vs. “lean-forward” participative orientations.

The use case matters. Consumers will reject ad spots that don’t match the experience. “Who
wants to watch a 30-second ad before a 4-minute clip?” Asks Chris Paul, General Manager of Vivaki’s
Audience on Demand division. Adds Brett Vartan of Deutsch New York: “If you treat mobile … the same
way you treat TV, you’re going to fall far short of what mobile can do.”

Content matters. “Brand-safe” doesn’t necessarily mean “traditional.” True, Netflix, Hulu, Amazon
and others are bringing more long-form narrative to non-traditional devices. But consumers also love
short clips, whether highly produced from top performers or user-generated segments of cute children
or frollicking cats and talking dogs.
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Buy and Sell Sides, Roles and Responsibilities
Buyers of digital video advertising seem to see the universe in diametrically opposite ways from those who sell
video inventory. And yet, there are some ways to improve opportunities for both advertisers and publishers.
First, let’s look at the differing perspectives.
On one side, buyers want every dollar spent as efficiently as possible and to map the value of their ads to
real results. They want to choose the environment in which their precious messages appear and control the
placements at a granular level. Even better, advertisers like to know the attributes of the person seeing and,
they hope, interacting with an ad.

Digital advertising is evolving quickly. Joanna O’Connell, Senior Analyst, Interactive Marketing, for Forrester
Research recently said “the buying community will bifurcate into a world of programmatic buying specialists
and custom brand experience buyers.” The brand experience buyers will focus on personal relationships to
create customized programs, as has been done for decades. The programmatic specialists, meanwhile, steep
themselves in ever more data and math to make decisions about their video buys.
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The more of their needs the seller can offer, the more the programmatic buyers say they will pay. Today, they
are asking for brand safe content, high completed view rates (CVRs), user initiation and a high click-through
rate (CTR).
“We want to pay premium prices for
premium inventory, but I don’t want
to pay premium prices for your
remnant inventory,” Will Doherty,
Director of business development
for Netmining, said at the recent
Advertising Week conference in
New York. “If an impression is worth
50 cents (per thousand impressions),
so be it.”
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From a seller’s perspective, no impression’s value is that low. To them, the digital advertising market can look
like a threatening morass of competing technologies used by voracious marketers demanding precious ad
inventory at depressed prices. The marketers, it seems, want to pick off the most desirable ad spots without
recognizing their worth, using real-time bidding (RTB) to game each impression’s price as low as possible.
RTB is “a very intriguing market,
but we look at our audience and
the value of our impressions and
what the RTB market might do
to it,” Richard Russey, Executive
Director, Digital and Mobile
Sales at WebMD, said at a recent
advertising conference while
explaining why “a premium
publisher” like WebMD had been
slow to enter the exchange market.
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Each side, meanwhile, complains the other has the upper hand in programmatic environments. Buyers
grumble that they can’t get information from exchanges about what they are being offered, beyond a URL,
and aren’t given data about the price of bids they’ve lost out.
Publishers say they aren’t able to see where market demand really lies, and learn the best ways to position or
time their offerings to get top dollar and not undercut their direct sales forces.

Demand Side
Platform (DSP)

Private Ad
Exchange

Agency Trading
Desk (ATD)

Open Ad
Exchange

Supply Side
Platform (SSP)

Data
Management
Platform (DMP)

(Source: Casale Media, Index Platform Report: Real Time Bidding and Private Ad Exchanges, 2012)
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Programmatic Buying Rising: How to Handle the Change
All sides do know that buying through exchanges is increasing as a proportion of overall budgets and want
to capture as much value as possible.
“Programmatic buying will become the norm,” says Forrester’s O’Connell. “I don’t think we are going back to
a world of buying on the phone and buying packages.”1
The other news is that both sides can improve how they use the growing programmatic market.

Sellers may have more options and controls than they realize and can develop expertise that allows them to
intelligently place inventory in exchanges while increasing, rather than jeopardizing, revenue.

Lumping screens together ignores the distinctions each has. On smartphones, users tend to consume in
small increments. Tablets, TV and games are immersive but differ in the “lean-back” passive vs. “lean-forward”
participative orientations.

1

“Programmatic Buying of Video Inventory ‘Will Become the Norm’. (video)
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Manage pricing. They can set price floors and reject bids below a level that’s too far discounted from rate
cards. “If you put a call in at the rate card, and we cover that at 10-15%, think of that as having an extra
salesperson,” says Jeremy Straight, SpotXchange VP Business Development. Placements that don’t hit the
target can be taken off the exchange
Manage timing. Ad inventory can be handled similarly to how airlines offer seats: a video ad that has left
the exchange queue but still hasn’t sold can be judiciously put back in at a lower bid rate, but still with a
comfortable floor that protects the brand
Look at aggregate dollars. Some publishers are loathe to offer spots below a given CPM. But sometimes
a slight shaving of price will get a much higher fill rate — and much larger overall revenue
Look at expenses. Yes, direct sales will typically earn more per impression than an exchange. But those
insertions also cost more — not just sales compensation, but also various forms of customization, billing
and client management
Manage buyers. Decide which buyers can see which inventory, and what pricing levels they can have.
Someone who’s committed larger overall dollars — for example on customized brand experiences — may
get to bid on more opportunities
Be as transparent as possible. Where there’s value to a placement, show it! Intelligently expose not just
the root URL but also other attributes as much as possible. In auctions, transparency raises prices, even at
the lower end of the quality scale2
Demand transparency. Exchanges are collecting data and need to share data as well — ideally data that
gives a wider view of the market trends and values than can be achieved with just one seller’s inventory
Use the information. A window into the market in near real time allows for constant adjustment; all else
being equal, wouldn’t you rather have more video that commands a higher price?
Segment, segment and segment. Verticals. Communities. Geographies. Placements. Lengths and types
of videos. The more you know, more finely you can turn the knobs and squeeze maximum value from each
placement. “There’s a degree of granularity that most publishers don’t have the sophistication to use,” says
Qasim Saifee, GM of Media Services for OpenX
Work with geography. Fill internationally, in geographies where there are significant views but few direct sales

2

Economist, “Micro starts, macro effects,” Nov. 24-30, 2012. p. 77
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Sellers’ biggest challenge may be in managing up and
across departments. Ops often handles programmatic
buying, but it is the executives above them that let the
inventory be made available.
“We feel we have to sell in exchanges, but our sales team
is scared sh--less,” the ad operations manager of a major
blog network said in a conversation at the recent IAB Ad
Operations conference. “The sales guys are afraid it will
hurt their relationships.”
Often the people buying ads on exchanges are
separate from the people executing the overall
strategy. Communicating effectively internally
and intelligently balancing both demands can
secure higher levels of brand dollars.

With Demand Side Platforms (DSPs) and Agency Trading Desks (ATDs), mapping buys to exchange offerings
can become an exercise in stretching budgets. But the more targeting an advertiser demands — search
keywords, demographics, geography, behavior, to name a few -- the more scarce the inventory and the
higher the price.
“Everybody thinks we’re in it for cheap inventory,” Vivaki’s Chris Paul, GM, Audience on Demand, said in an
interview with SpotXchange. “That’s not why we’re in it. The reason is we’re trying to increase the effectiveness
of [a client’s] advertising.”
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Use a blended approach. Not all impressions are equal, so don’t demand that the most-targeted impressions
be priced as low as the ones being used to achieve scale. “It may be that you pay a higher CPM for a given
impression,” O’Connell says, “but you do it in a very meaningful way.”
Mix impressions across media. Broad buys can often miss a large segment of intended targets. Intelligently
adding targeted digital to a buy can reach up to three-fourths of potentials who didn’t connect on TV3
Buy beyond the first impression. Sometimes, the second or third impression is more valuable. On a movie
show time listings site, for example, users are most engaged after finding trailers they want to watch
Buy impressions of users who started through a sales funnel but didn’t convert. “It’s not a media strategy,”
says Eugene Becker, VP Analytics and Measurement at Xaxis. “It’s an audience or data strategy.”
Be as transparent as possible. Where a certain target or attributes are desired, let it be known. Reveal a
price range to increase the chances of achieving the Holy Grail of targeted scale
Request transparency. Make it clear you’ll pay more the more you know — be it context, demographics,
or other attributes
Get a read on what attributes cost more. Is it user initiation? Completed view rate? A demographic
overlay? — and evaluate if that attribute is really necessary for the goals of the buy. Sometimes removing
a less important one can greatly increase efficiency
Ask for unduplicated impressions. Buyers complain that DSPs sometimes offer the same impressions
across exchanges and networks, with intermediaries simply arbitraging against each other
Understand that consumers are multifaceted. “They are not always playing the role of ‘frequent business
travel’ or ‘primary grocery shopper,’ and demographic age cells are not always the best proxy to target an
audience,” noted Peter Naylor, Executive Vice President of Digital Media Sales for NBC Universal to Digiday
Respect the seller’s perspective. Just as all ads are not interchangeable, different content and environments
have different value. Premium inventory becomes premium for a reason, and a publisher is understandably
protective of it and how ads are integrated
Look for custom packages and added value. Where a publisher wants a higher price, what else can they
give you that goes beyond the simple auction bid? This approach can require a more global view than is
available today through typical programmatic buying interfaces
Understand how video differs from display. A lot of DSPs have the most experience in buying display
ads, which can be one of many on a page. In-stream video is very different. For example, CVRs may be high,
but CTRs can be low, especially on the desktop
3

Collective case study in “The Multi-Screen Advertising Playbook.”
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Beyond jumping into programmatic buying, perhaps the best way to get added value is to establish a
relationship with a publisher, where they can hear a buyer’s goals and concerns, and the buyer can understand
theirs. Buyers can that way achieve more impact, lower eCPMs and be shown opportunities not available on
the open market.
“We still need to have the direct relationship with the publisher so we know the inventory is premium, and if
we don’t see that, we need to be able to have the conversation as to why,” Doherty says.

Common Ground
True relationships last, and have to provide value in both directions. It’s in both sides’ interest to establish and
maintain their relationships while using the technologies and experimenting intelligently.
Buyers can allocate portions of budget, then do more of what works. Sellers can release portions of available
inventory at lower prices or with more attributes, and release more where revenues rise.
The question “What’s the CPM?” is, today, answerable only in a given moment.
“Everything is becoming more automated,” Forrester’s O’Connell says. “Technologies are being used to make
real-time decisions even that is part of a guaranteed program.”
Those who use the technologies smartly, rather than try to block, outrun or manipulate them, will gain the
best value over time. Adding that intelligence to real-world relationships, custom opportunities and a broader
market perspective is a winning combination.
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Sellers:
Buyers:

Elevate perception of your brand, which will affect prices even
in an open auction market — just as equity prices can rise
and fall based on much more than economic fundamentals.
Demand tools from your vendor that give you more insight,
transparency and control.
Get more dollars by (carefully) aggregating unduplicated
inventory across properties. Talk to your best publishers
and find out the ways that you specifically can better work
together to maximize the value for both sides.
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Overview of Ad Units, Standards and Measurement
Digital video advertising has blossomed so quickly that the technology and spending are screaming ahead
faster than the industry’s ability to devise, and agree on, standards and measurement.
As best practices do coalesce into standards, more dollars will be freed to flow and more activity created. Not only
will costs of creating and serving ads decrease, but buyers will also be more assured they’re getting real value.
Advertisers want to know not just whether their online ads were seen, by whom and how, but also to map the
information to their larger campaigns.
“While TV remains the preferred screen for video content, consumer behavior is morphing rapidly, and in
some cases fans will watch a single episode across multiple platforms,” says Susan Hogan, VP Digital Ad Sales
Research for Viacom. “It’s clear that campaign measurement must quickly evolve to meet industry needs.”1

Today, buyers and sellers fret over the lack of agreement. As the industry moves from a “served” to a “viewed”
standard for counting impressions, it’s not even clear what constitutes a verified advertising impression.

http://www.comscore.com/Insights/Press_Releases/2012/10/comScore_validated_Campaign_Essentials_vCE_Breaks_New_Multi-Platform_Ground_
With_Validation_of_Online_Video_Ad_Campaigns
1
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Display advertising is complicated enough, but video brings further complexity to the mix. Unlike Web pages
— served according to an agreed HTTP protocol in a standardized HTML layout — video players are built on a
variety of technologies, each with their own requirements, presentation formats and capabilities.
Generally, when a buyer requests a “video” ad insertion, they’re looking for an ad placed within the video
stream: pre-, mid- or post-roll. But sellers or those trafficking on their behalf will sometimes count other sight,
sound and motion as a video impression, although 95% of video impressions today are said to be in-stream.
Without agreement, all sides say it’s difficult to efficiently:
Create, package and traffic ads not only in digital, but also across multiple screens
Serve them across multiple domains and servers
Track them for the purpose of verification and payment
Determine their effect — and agree on what value is being offered and given

Addressing the Challenges
Industry players are trying to bring some sanity to the morass.
The IAB recently enacted a new set of Quality Assurance Guidelines (QAG)2 and released the so-called
Video Suite (VSuite) on serving, sizing, presenting and measuring video ads. QAG calls for transparency from
networks and exchanges, for example specifying the context and type of placement, and attributes such as
whether a video ad is user-initiated or auto-play.
The main components of the VSuite guidelines — VAST, VPAID and VMAP — incorporate much of QAG. Each
facilitates a step in the flow of information and assets from ad server to video player to a user’s screen and back.

2

http://www.iab.net/media/file/IAB-NE-QA-Guidelines-v1.5-November-2011-FINAL.pdf
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They work to better codify industry standards for how ads are served and shown, and in some instances, help
report details such as how they were interacted with or for how long they were played.
“Advertisers don’t have to reinvent the wheel each time, for example under different APIs, to send the same
15-second spot to different video players,” says Seneca Mudd, Director, Industry Initiatives, for the IAB.
VAST, the Video Ad Serving Template, is a universal schema for serving ads to a digital video player. It provides
critical functionality that helps open up the in-stream digital video advertising marketplace, with the aim of
reducing expensive technical barriers and encouraging advertisers to increase video ad spend.
Because there’s a codified standard, the requests can travel along a chain of ad servers, from in-house to
networks, exchanges and others. It’s known that if the ad matches the parameters, the video player will accept
it. Publishers don’t need to develop to a different standard for unique ad sources.

(Source: IAB Digital Video Committee, 2012)
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The trade group in the summer released VAST 3.0, the third version in only four years, to specify format
compliance for five ad types becoming more common in the industry:
Linear ads
Non-linear ads
Non-linear companion ads
Ad pods, that is, a group of different ads served in a linear stream according to specified rules
Skippable linear ads, an increasingly popular option among publishers, advertisers and ad exchanges.3
When consumers have chosen not to skip, advertisers will pay higher rates — as long as the viewing and
skipping have been measured.
“Giving users a choice to view an ad can result in happier users and more cost-effective advertising,” says
Dan Zigmond, Engineering Manager and Technical Lead for Television and Video Data at Google/YouTube,
referring to YouTube’s TrueView, which allows viewers to skip pre-roll in-stream ads after five seconds.4
VPAID, the IAB’s Video Player Ad Interface Definition, oversees the relationship between the advertising asset
and the player. It establishes the communication protocol between an interactive ad and the video player that
is rendering it. The updates in the latest version, 2.0, include:
Detailed event reporting back to advertisers
Support for HTML5, key to efficiently creating cross-platform design and functionality across
computers and mobile devices
Other updates to conform to the new VAST standards
VMAP, the Video Multi Ads Playlist, is a protocol that allows for:
Content owners to describe where ad breaks should be placed in their content when they do not control
the video player or the content distribution outlet
Custom tracking and various forms of verification
A structure for a playlist of video ads sent from an ad server to a video player
Let’s say, for example, that a viewer is identified as a male in his 30s who is likely interested in cars and home
repair. The rules could specify that a pod with three linear ads first shows him car or home repair commercials,
and only then ones featuring women’s fashion. Someone else might get the fashion ad first in the pod.
SpotXchange last year released its SkipIt offering. http://www.skipit.com

3

To the Collaborative Alliance, Oct. 3, 2012

4
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Pushing for Definitions
In 2011, the ANA, IAB and 4A’s launched Making
Measurement Make Sense (3MS) an industry-wide
initiative to propose standards for metrics and
advertising currency that will enhance evaluation
of digital media and facilitate cross-platform
measurement.
The Media Ratings Council (MRC), which last August took on implementation
of testing for 3MS, will release findings in Q1 2013 on its second round of tests for display, and later for video.
In some ways video is easier than display, where ad units may not be visible on a user’s screen as he or she
consumes the content.
“The good news is video is a clearer space,” Mudd notes. “Video as an in-stream unit is above the fold, in player,
before the principle content.”

(Source: IAB, 2012)
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The more difficult points come in defining how much of an ad must be seen, or what the standards are for
sight combined with motion and sound. As just one example of the confusion that can occur: a still image can
be run in a player for 15 seconds and be counted as video.
“This [defining standards] is particularly important to the notion of ensuring comparability of video
impressions across media platforms,” notes Sherrill Mane, SVP, Research, Analytics and Measurement for IAB.5
Meanwhile, industry players are pushing forward with new opportunities that create new challenges as standards
and measurement strive to catch up. There is no agreed codification, for example, on measuring when and
how consumers have chosen among different ads or specified the kinds they like, as with Hulu’s Ad Selector
and Ad Swap offerings.
“Just asking the question is a very powerful thing because as people vote and answer the question feeds into
our algorithm for that user and when they get another ad it reflects the vote,” said Hulu CEO Jason Kilar.6
Hulu and others have also experimented with longer ads and ones in non-standard lengths, all of which are
increasingly likely amid predictions of increased use of long-form video on desktops or quick-hit videos on
mobile screens.
New standards may have to be developed, too, to address new formats adopted in 2013 as part of the IAB’s
“rising stars” program, and how to count interstitial video put between web pages, app screens or within games.

Reaching to Define “Reach”
Even further away, it seems, is an agreed way to correlate “reach” across screens and other media — an
all-encompassing GRP or gross rating point that incorporates offline media, as well. Last fall, two major
industry measurement players moved to fill the gap:
Nielsen announced the Cross-Platform Online Campaign Ratings system, with stalwarts like ESPN, Hulu
and Unilever joining to comprehend overlapping and combined reach across TV and digital screens.
“Better understanding of the ads consumers see across all media is critical for marketers to build great
campaigns — and for publishers to demonstrate the true value of their inventory,” says Brad Smallwood,
Head of Measurement and Insights at Facebook.
http://www.mediapost.com/publications/article/188071/clear-guidance.html#ixzz2EyX7fw4E

5

At the 2012 Mipcom conference. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V10mmXqyImk and

6

http://www.miptv.com/RM/RM_MIPWORLD/2012/documents/pdf/transcripts/mipcom-2012-trancript-media-mastermind-keynote-jason-kilar.pdf
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comScore released its Validated Campaign Essentials, which “provides an unduplicated accounting of
impressions delivered across a variety of dimensions, such as ads delivered in-view, in the right
geography, in a brand-safe environment and absent of non-human traffic.”
Without agreed standards, today’s videos can be required to fire multiple beacons every few seconds in
order to send data to the players collecting and reporting according to their own standards, including Nielsen,
comScore, other measurement companies, DSPs, SSPs and DMPs.
While the major servers and most modern browsers and client-side processors can handle the technological
overhead, there is cost not just in bandwidth and processing, but also man-hours for technologists, analysts,
creatives and the business side.
If the industry can coalesce around agreed sets of standards and measurements, costs will go down and revenues increase even faster than they already are.

(Source: IAB VSuite, 2012)
7
See Chapter 1 of this paper for details on growth in video advertising.
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“Companion ads” to video, such as overlays surrounding video players, are generally not considered video.
Even where there’s sound and motion, they are measured separately. Other ads with motion and sound, such
as animations that hover over a page, are also not generally considered true video.

(Source: IAB VSuite, June 2012)
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Overview of Exchanges, Programmatic Buying and Ad Networks
Here are some of the ways people try to explain what an advertising exchange is:
It’s a next generation ad network (except that networks and exchanges are quite different)
It’s an auction, with real-time bidding (RTB) for advertising spots (except when it’s not an auction,
or when RTB isn’t used)
It’s just like a stock market (except that’s not really true either)
So, with all this market confusion, how can ad exchanges be understood in the context of other digital
advertising opportunities — both automated and direct?
Fundamentally, an ad exchange provides an automated platform that lets a seller offer placements a buyer
can purchase, often in real time, to expose messages in a targeted and stipulated way.
Exchanges offer a previously unavailable level of specificity and granularity in media transactions for both the
buy and sell sides.
“The exchanges or programmatic buying model when you look at RTB essentially allows the buyer to make
moment-to-moment, impression level buying decisions in a way that was never possible before,” says Joanna
O’Connell, Principal Analyst, Interactive Marketing at Forrester Research.1

1

http://www.5min.com/Video/Forresters-OConnell-Programmatic-Buying-of-Video-Inventory-Will-Become-the-Norm-517441225
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Here, then, is a look at what exchanges do, how they work, and how they contrast with other types of
advertising opportunities:

(Source: Adapted from IAB OpenRTB Spec. V2.1, 2012)

Control and Flexibility
Through exchanges, both the buy and sell sides get a bevy of controls they can use to optimize their offerings.
Sellers are able to:
Access additional demand sources, adding to the capabilities a direct sales team affords without the
requisite costs of direct sales
Specify a floor price that can be changed as market or site conditions change
Specify advertisers or industry verticals (a.k.a. categories) that can be blocked or allowed
Remove, then reinsert ad spots back into rotation at different prices and with different attributes
Analyze the market demand for a particular segment of inventory to inform if floors should be set, and at
what level
Access a centralized dashboard to control transactions in the exchange in an efficient workflow
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Buyers can hone their campaigns according to a wide range of
requirements, including:
Price range
Targeting (such as behavioral, demographic, geographic
and URL)
Video player (including user-initiation, size, viewability
and placement on page)
Ad placement in-stream (pre-, mid-, post-roll). True video
ads are considered to be in-stream, though this requirement,
too, can be specified2
Order of play -- where multiple video ads are offered in a
longer “pod”
Both sides can also mix and match many of the attributes to
achieve further control and effectiveness.

Transparency
To maximize the value an exchange can provide buyers and sellers, both sides are able to specify what they are
offering or hoping to achieve.
Transparency gives both sides the ability to segment their inventory or campaigns based on content vertical,
geography, demographics and other variables.
Sellers, through wise use of transparency, can increase incremental revenues per placement with a greater
degree of control than previously available, such as by showing attributes like URL, size and type of video
player, content type and many other specifics.
They can even segment according to a bid, for example, pricing differently for the same ad spot shown in
different geographic regions, according to demand.

2

As noted in Chapter 5.
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Buyers, meanwhile, can improve their reach and frequency by revealing more about their goals, targets and
price ranges to encourage the exchange to make the best match for their campaigns. The more options the
buyer provides, the more chance they have to find inventory that has the needed attributes.

Real-Time Bidding
Exchanges offer the opportunity to programmatically close a deal and serve an ad in milliseconds where
there’s a match. Buyers and sellers can adjust almost immediately to changing market conditions.
Video ads can literally be bought impression-by-impression. An impression is offered, the price and attributes
are right, and the sale is made. When it works, it’s a simple and smooth process.

(Source: ThinkEquity via Varick Media Management, 2012)

http://www.mediapost.com/publications/arcle/183605/what-you-need-to-know-about-the-revolutionary-arri.html#ixzz29b96Lu98

3
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As a contrast, ad networks buy large numbers of placements in bulk, usually across a range of properties at
wholesale prices. The spots are aggregated for sale according to attributes the network species — contextual
affinity, vertical subject matter type, or given demographic or geographic targeting.
“Ad networks played that intermediary role between dozens or hundreds or thousands of publishers, and the
buyer that wanted access to that inventory of those audiences,” O’Connell says.
The network sets an overall price for the impressions that affords it an acceptable margin. Neither the buyer nor
seller is told the amounts for which the ads were originally bought or ultimately sold.
With ad networks, once a publisher has offered a placement, it is largely out of the publisher’s control. If a
publisher fails to deliver the agreed upon number of impressions, the publisher may be required to offer
make-goods.
But buyers and sellers don’t have impression-level transparency or flexibility. With an exchange, buyers can
enjoy a transparency and verification that’s difficult if not impossible to get from ad networks.

Like a Financial Market — Only Different
Advertising exchanges are often likened to financial exchanges. Like a stock market, an ad exchange accepts
“bids” and “asks” and acts as an intermediary, collecting a fractional fee on the transaction.
The exchange (unlike an ad network) does not set prices, though the information it provides can be
instrumental in helping the sellers to price their offerings, and buyers to determine if the amount is justified.
But while an ad exchange, like a stock exchange, can be a way for a company to efficiently raise capital and
fund operations, the financial market analogy fades quickly.
Equity markets offer a piece of a company, but the value of an ad placement expires almost immediately once
the ad is served.4
While in a financial market the clearance price is determined by real-time supply and demand, ad exchanges
don’t yet have the same level of liquidity. They allow floor prices to prevent bidders from receiving an
impression at prices the seller would consider grossly unfair.
4

We may at some point see this change with hedging and futures, but the market has not developed to this point yet. We’ll explore the future in our final chapter.
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As an illustration: would you release your house to auction then sell it for a penny if that were the only bid you
received?
Buyers on ad exchanges want more transparency into what Executive Andrew Casale has called “a gap in
liquidity” that lets publishers change their pricing floors. “You can’t call it an auction if you’re manipulating the
clear price,” he says.
And while there’s a great deal of potential transparency, few buyers or sellers have availed themselves of the
opportunities, instead choosing not to reveal even such simple attributes as the price of the winning bid for a
given ad placement.
Publishers, willfully, through neglect, or a through lack of understanding, have often not exposed details of
what they are offering. In many instances, they’re hurting themselves. When they, for example, don’t reveal the
URL of where an ad will appear, buyers are prone to distrust the opportunity and forego a bid.

Market Opportunities Evolving
Still, an increasing number of buyers and sellers are adjusting to the new landscape and trying to capitalize on
the controls and flexibility — and by extension the opportunities — exchanges can offer.
Sellers have so far often treated exchanges much like they do ad networks: a place to put remnant and other
less desirable ad inventory that would otherwise go unsold and for which it’s better to get some money than
nothing. This is changing as publishers test exchanges and they become a more trusted venue for more
premium inventory.

5

http://the-makegood.com/2012/08/09/are-you-bidding-against-another-buyer-or-yourself/
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Buyers, too, have been loathe to specify their targets and goals, perhaps conditioned by networks to treat
exchanges as a way to buy volume in bulk at depressed prices, a way to maximize reach with expected
spillage and inefficiencies.6 This, too, will change as liquidity increases and more budget is allocated to
exchange-based deals.7
Both sides are also grappling with difficulties in integrating the new techniques and technologies into their
procedures and processes.
At many publishers, the advertising operations department handles exchange duties while virtually all other
media transactions are overseen by a direct sales team. They have yet to situate mainline advertising operations
alongside data-driven marketing staff.
To try to better use the technology without exposing themselves to open market risk, some publishers are
experimenting with “private marketplaces” (also known as “private exchanges”), limiting programmatic sales
of given valuable inventory to invite-only, specific buyers, often ones who have committed to incremental or
larger overall buys from the direct sales channel.
Many buyers, wrestling with the demands of data-driven advertising, have outsourced exchange-based
deals to Agency Trading Desks (ATDs), separate operations within agencies that may be divorced from key
strategic conversations.
Last year, the inefficiencies, fragmentation and opacity were holding back the market.
But as analytics and transparency improve, along with more granular pricing capabilities, publishers should
offer more inventory, which will in turn increase liquidity and the availability of higher-value opportunities.
None of this is to say that other types of advertising opportunities will go away.
No automated solution can supplant the service of a direct sale, a custom opportunity mapped to very specific
needs, combined with many wider offerings including ones that are offline and may have nothing to do with ads.
Networks can provide aggregation, guarantees and give service across wider swathes of disparate ad inventory
not yet available from ad exchanges. It will be a long while before their value truly fades.
“Media buyers bought about one trillion impressions last year, and most of it was with paper and fax machines,”
Michael Weaver, Vice President, Publisher Services, MEDIAMATH, said at the recent Advertising Week conference
in New York.
But there will be continued separation of the types of value the ad exchanges, programmatic buying, ad networks
and direct sales opportunities can provide. And exchanges, especially video exchanges, this year are sure to rise.
6

We’ll explore these and other frictions in an upcoming chapter.

7

See earlier chapters for details on expected growth in exchange-based advertising.
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Sellers:
Buyers:

An exchange environment not only offers enhanced control,
it helps alleviate sales channel conflict. Think of an exchange
as another salesperson in your organization that plays by
the same pricing rules, but without the normal cost of a
salesperson.
Understand that real-time bidding, RTB, is only part of what
the exchange can offer in maximizing value and efficiencies.
Even programmatic buying does not encompass all the
functionality.
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Private Marketplaces — Attributes and Efficiencies
A private marketplace allows for the type of nuanced, carefully honed buying of advertising placements associated
with real-time bidding, but in a preferred environment – walled off and separate from public exchanges.
Also known as a “private exchange,” the private marketplace comes together when a seller or buyer of ad
inventory uses programmatic technology to set the terms under which opportunities are surfaced and sold.
“A private marketplace is like having your own advertising exchange,” says SpotXchange CEO Mike Shehan.
“It’s like having the best of programmatic buying while maintaining the controls of a direct sales force.”

The Private Marketplace, Explained
A private marketplace is, essentially, an exchange that sells inventory under terms controlled by the seller but
that can be influenced by preferred buyers.
The inventory can be controlled in ways that, for example:
Block certain advertisers or ad categories from winning impressions (i.e. “block list” support)
Expose designated inventory only to preferred buyers (i.e. “white list” or limited support)
Set pricing floors. These can be specified by a publisher, or negotiated with the advertiser
Programmatically execute direct deals for guaranteed impression volumes between a buyer and seller
Let buyers leverage targeting techniques not typically possible on premium placements such as via
their own or third-party data
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The ads can be classified according to dimensions, including content vertical, player size, initiation status,
geography and more. Segments of these inventory pools can be positioned as:
High premium: the most choice ad spots that sell for the highest prices and may be made available
only to top clients who guaranteed a level of purchase
Unsold premium: other choice spots that may go unfilled and can be released more widely, but still
with certain controls (such as a block list)
Premium matched: Inventory that combines targeting characteristics with proprietary data, creating an
exclusive opportunity as explained below
New strategies and tactics are still being discovered for private marketplaces as the technology matures, but
here are some of the best so far -- along with some risks that need to be managed and understood.
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Brand and Inventory Protection

Buyers and sellers use private marketplaces to protect against risks their brands can face in an open exchange market.
Publishers are assured they know who is seeing, accessing, bidding on and placing ads in their ad spots, and
that their inventory will not be devalued with ads from untrusted sources.
As a digital advertising executive of a major TV network considering a private exchange told SpotXchange:
“We’re no longer taking any RTB business, or from trading desks, because we don’t have the creative controls.
Some creative was coming through that’s just not acceptable.”
Buyers, meanwhile, can better verify that ads are placed in a brand safe environment, alongside premium
content, with known URLs and verified player characteristics including size and initiation status.

Exposure to Programmatic Budgets

Analysts have suggested programmatic buying could rise to 25% of digital advertising budgets this year. A private
marketplace is an operationally efficient way for sellers to access those budgets with the protections noted above.

Access and Rewards

Ad sellers can reward strong clients — such as ones who have made large direct buys or guaranteed minimum
purchases — with an invite to a private exchange comprised of choice inventory withheld from open market
programmatic buying.
Those buyers, likewise, get a special opportunity — programmatic access to premium inventory they know
performs with increased price efficiency and/or priority level.

Programmatic Guarantees

Let’s say a buyer wants access to a premium publisher’s digital inventory, but prefers to pay top dollar not only
for access to those websites, but also for ads whose viewers match certain targeting attributes — perhaps
some combination of gender, income, geography or behavior, selected/targeted through the buyer’s DSP.
The buyer could guarantee a purchase of, say, a million impressions for inventory that matches the desired targeting.
The publisher might, within the private marketplace, then surface 10 million impressions, from which this
buyer can grab the million it wants. The other 9 million may be purchased by other private marketplace buyers,
placed in a public marketplace, or otherwise monetized if unfilled.
Because the purchase is guaranteed, if there is not enough inventory with a perfect match, the buyer can loosen
targeting requirements for backfill, or, in the worst case, pay the guaranteed amount for fewer than a million impressions.
The entire process can be handled through a programmatic guarantee (also known as “programmatic premium”)
managed through exchange technology.
The buyer gets access and data, and the seller gets guaranteed revenue. Programmatic guaranteed is still
early days, but it’s quickly becoming a reality.
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Useful Data
Speaking of data, through a private marketplace a buyer can learn attributes of a seller’s inventory and userbase
it might not otherwise have, because that inventory would not otherwise be exposed programmatically.
The buyer can use that data to balance purchases against its strategy and KPIs. And they can better decide
ways of segmenting and targeting, while having more information for future placements and negotiations.
A seller, too, gets useful data, gleaning more about the buyer’s needs through empirical evidence to compare
with the buyer’s stated ambitions. The seller can also learn attributes of its own community it may not have
otherwise known from analytics or surveys.
And with predictive modeling, a seller can leverage technology to programmatically anticipate demand
fluctuations under given circumstances, maximizing yield.1
The publisher may, for example, discover certain times of day or week, certain player sizes, user initiation or
other factors that contribute to a higher CPM. They can then evaluate whether the predicted added revenue
is likely to justify the expense of lost coverage from increasing the floor price.
(Private marketplaces can sometimes be set up with granular pricing controls without using programmatic
technology, but the overhead of manually making adjustments tends to decrease the profitability.)

New Opportunities and Products
Sellers can match data from private marketplaces with
proprietary information to create new opportunities and
products and drive more revenue, for example, by figuring
out trends, patterns and characteristics of buyers, and of
their community.
A seller could, for example, correlate exchange data
with proprietary, first-party information — such as from
registrations or visitors’ recency or frequency — to give
advertisers offerings and help them boost reach and
frequency they may not be able to gain any other way.
Sellers can also compensate for discrepancies in third-party cookies, which are increasingly unreliable as users
turn to multiple browsers and screens. “Any advertising strategy that presumes a long-lived cookie is likely to
be severely constrained,” Quantcast’s Jag Duggal, Senior VP, Product, said in an interview with SpotXchange.
1

See our next chapter for more on yield.
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Testing

Sellers who want access to programmatic budgets but are skittish about releasing certain inventory to an
open market can use a private marketplace to test the exchange waters.
Three months ago music video network Vevo launched what was said to be first video private exchange as a
way to “get feedback, and see” how to generate new revenue without “cannibalizing” direct sales efforts, VP of
Yield Management, Webly Chen told Digiday.2

Avoidance of Channel Conflict

Through a private marketplace, a seller can protect direct buys by restricting certain inventory from given
advertisers or categories of advertisers.
That way, a sales team can rest easy that direct deals they’ve landed won’t be jeopardized by a client finding
the same inventory through a different purchase mechanism at cheaper rates.
They can also assure their direct sale clients that a competitor’s messages won’t appear in similar or adjacent spots.

Monetization of Unsold Premium Inventory

Premium ad spots can go unsold for multiple reasons. A buyer may have suddenly lost marketing budget, be
changing strategic direction, or facing unexpected market conditions. Sometimes, there’s simply a sliver of
inventory that’s too small or precise to appeal to a marketer at a given moment.
Rather than simply bonus that inventory to a direct client, a seller can earn incremental revenue while
protecting the placement by releasing it to a private exchange.
“You’re always looking for ways to increase demand,” Drew Schutte Chief Integration Officer of Conde Nast,
said in an interview with SpotXchange. “We are testing with putting our full rate card on a private exchange.
This is not just limited inventory at floors. Why not make that inventory available programmatically during
off-hours and internationally?”
There can also be a sudden burst of inventory created due to an unexpected influx of traffic, as often happens
when a video becomes viral, or when news properties see a large spike in traffic.
Gawker Media’s Deadspin site recently received a spike of about 3.5 million page views to a story uncovering
the girlfriend controversy over Notre Dame football player Manti Te’o, but the added impressions went unsold.
The direct sales team was unable to close a deal in time to monetize the traffic spike, and the company does
not expose inventory to unvetted buyers.3

2

http://www.digiday.com/agencies/will-private-exchanges-work-in-video/

3

http://adage.com/article/digital/eyes-manti-te-o-hoax-story-deadspin-immediately-cash/239270/
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A private marketplace could have been the perfect solution, giving “the company the ability to gain some
control over which advertisers, or categories of ad buyers, would have the ability to bid on unexpected ad
space and at what price they could do so,” wrote Ad Age’s Jason Del Ray.
With even a $10 RPM (revenue per page) and a 50% fill rate, the traffic could have represented an additional
$17,500 in revenue.

Savings on Execution of Deals
Handling advertising, even in the highly digital ad-tech environment, can be a painfully laborious process for
both the seller and buyer.
“A traditional ad deal can take hundreds of emails,
a hand-drawn I/O, manual exchange and placement
of trafficking tags, creative, reporting, change orders,
billing and more,” Shehan says. “You quickly find out
why it takes so many people to execute buys.”
A DSP can use a private marketplace to aggregate and
automate. A seller can use the infrastructure to handle
direct buys. Both sides will protect margins eaten into by
the estimated 20-30% overhead of typical media buys.4
“Would you rather have people focused on menial tasks, on pushing sheets,” Shehan asks, “or on doing things
that add real value and improve the strategy?”

A Quest for Standards: The Deal ID
Today, private exchange deals are often handled manually, leading to costly man-hours and unfortunate errors.
Even where the data can be passed automatically, vendors have different requirements, fields and tags, leading
to multiple variations that are usually configured by hand.
4

http://adage.com/article/digitalnext/real-time-ad-market-grows-2-billion-9-billion/238958/. Also, see chapter 6 for more on margins.
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So, industry leaders, through the IAB-sanctioned Open RTB and other groups, are striving to more seamlessly
handle private marketplace order processing and other nuances of programmatic transactions.
The so-called “Deal ID” is an attempt at a standardized, codified protocol for transmitting metadata to specify
the terms of complex and unique private marketplace deals. Deal IDs allow publishers to directly negotiate
and establish rules to accommodate unique terms with buyers.
“For this space to work we need to move from negotiation to collaboration,” Kurt Unkel, President of VivaKi
Nerve Center, said at the recent Business Insider Ignition Conference. “Both sides want to automate it but they
are coming to it from different sides.”

(Source: Casale Media RTB Perceptions Report, 2012)
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The Future vs. The Present
For programmatic buying, it’s still early days, “the equivalent of 1956, when ‘I Love Lucy’ started running on TV,”
says Duggal.
Sellers just last year started experimenting with using private marketplaces for premium inventory they had
not previously released programmatically. As they learn the ropes, and how better to match buyers’ needs,
they are releasing more, and starting to spur demand.
New, inventive uses are also coming, with outside-the-box ideas set to go inside boxes that sit near TVs.
Imagine a satellite TV provider using programmatic exchange technology to set up a private marketplace that
would allow upsells by giving extended reach to its best customers along targeting parameters the buyer wants.
Other providers, of IPTV or Web-based programming through gaming consoles and other media controllers
have explored setting up private marketplaces to handle sales operations and optimization within their
distribution networks.
As all sides further perfect techniques for optimizing placements and buys, and as sellers release more inventory
to the private marketplace mix, they stand to capture more programmatic budgets, drive down costs, create
increased inventory demand and, in all probability, notably increase sales.
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Sellers:
Buyers:

Can protect direct sales by demanding tools to view, restrict
or allow certain advertisers from running on segments of
inventory on your properties.
Who make larger commitments can request, even insist
upon, the best offerings of a seller’s exchange opportunities
(but expect to pay appropriately).
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Managing Yield: Getting the Best Value
Yield management comes down to a deceptively simple concept: maximizing revenue for perishable ad inventory
by maximizing its value.
Said another way, if you’re selling ads, how you can use all possible sales channels and strategies to make the
most money? And, as a buyer, what inventory will best meet your goals and thus be worth the most?
Sellers today have more opportunities to maximize yield than ever if they can:
Understand and harness the value of performance metrics
Have bidder and advertiser transparency
Use a partner that can maximize yield by connecting a single ad call to multiple demand sources
Have granular pricing controls
Continually experiment and fine-tune
Manage all sales efforts toward common goals
And with triple digit growth in budgets assigned to programmatic buying and real-time bidding (RTB), the
incentives are higher than ever to get it right.
Unfortunately, though, it’s been a challenge for some publishers to improve performance and become
comfortable releasing inventory to advertising exchanges.
“Publishers are out of their element in an increasingly biddable real-time world,” Scott Portugal, VP, National Sales,
at PulsePoint, said at a recent conference. “What we need to do is to make sure that a rising tide does lift all boats.”
There are best practices, and an increasing number of tools and techniques.
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Be Transparent (and Demand Transparency)
Many in the industry believe that sellers should reveal every piece of information about an impression to
entice competitive bids. At the same time, buyers need to communicate what they want to the sell side and
their exchange partners.
For the sellers, it starts with the referring URL, the environment in
which the ad will appear. Without that information, many buyers
won’t be interested. With it, there’s a much stronger chance of
getting a bid. At the very least, publishers need to assure the
advertisement will appear in known environment – if not a
specific page. Some premium publishers choose to present
semi-blind URLs — premium content segmented by interest
or category. The buyer knows that the content is from the
publisher but might not know the precise URL. The more information
that can be given, the more transparency, the more bid competition there is, as well.
Sellers also need to understand where a premium environment can increase a price. They can also look for video
advertising technology solutions to give more granular pricing and ways to control pricing. For example, a
syndicated video player, which is usually 300 x 250, may have sports videos that appear in lesser-known blogs
as well as high-profile media brands. The seller can set higher price floors for the high-profile media brand by
revealing the URL, and lower floors for the lesser-known blog.
Sellers should also reveal attributes of the video and the player. Buyers often will pay more for:
Content ID and URL
Content duration
User-initiated play
Larger player size
Meta data
Pre- or mid-roll placements
High-performing metrics or KPIs (for example a strong completed view rate (CVR) coupled with a good
click-through rate (CTR) most often equals high-quality inventory)
Buyers, meanwhile, should reveal what they want to target or their KPI, to entice sellers to surface the best
inventory. Andrew Casale, Casale Media VP of Strategy, draws a parallel with jewelry shopping. “If you really
want a specialized ring with extra diamonds throughout, you have to show the seller that you want this, and
that you’re willing to pay more for it,” he says.1 “What’s happening today is, the seller may have what you want,
but she doesn’t show it because she thinks you’ll just bid the same price as always.”
1

http://the-makegood.com/2012/10/04/can-i-get-multiple-bids-for-this-ad-space-please/
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Video: Built for Yield
Video, by its nature, receives higher yields than
display inventory, for a number of reasons:
The sound, sight and motion factor of video
Users and advertisers have been conditioned by TV to the
concept of advertising placed within video programming
There are fewer places to insert new video ads without
disrupting the flow of the editorial content
The player size is more constrained
The ads are placed in-stream and can be required
for a user to access the content
Video often spurs higher brand recall and engagement
than traditional display. Videos can tell stories that draw
viewers in, enticing them to view the ad as enjoyable
content, even when they're somewhat interruptive
The highest-quality video advertising tends to be
created by the best marketed brands

Keeping an Eye on Metrics
The best exchange platforms are the ones that give sellers access to the richness of their metrics and data so
they can analyze it to squeeze more value out of their impressions.
The data can also give sellers detailed information about their own inventory in the wider market, and help
them understand who is bidding on what, in what ways. Sellers should use their dashboards to fully understand
factors that can sway bids, such as:
Targeting. Geographic, demographic, contextual or others
Premium URLs. The environments that get the highest and most prominent bids
Timing. Let’s say certain videos generate more interest during the weekday lunch hour. Perhaps those
videos can command a higher price and more of them can be made available at that time
Content type. Sports, health, tech, cars and timely new content may all command higher prices than
more commoditized content. Segment by type to generate more impact, and revenue
Platform. Does a certain smartphone or tablet have a higher demand but lower supply and so garner
a higher rate?
Brand and bid level. If certain marketers place higher bids for certain types of inventory, a seller can
open more of that type of inventory to that buyer, and, perhaps, set optimum floor prices2
Content duration. How long is the content where the ad is running? Long-form content is beginning
to fetch premium rates
“If a publisher can get … a 20% yield improvement by experimenting and understanding the optimal practices
for exchanges, that’s material. That’s significant,” Jag Duggal, SVP, Product, Quantcast, told SpotXchange in an interview.
2

There’s some dissonance about this practice, which we’ll explore in an upcoming chapter.
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Iterate and Improve
Premium publishers often hesitate to release inventory to exchanges. History has taught sellers to want
guarantees of how much they’ll earn in what timeframe and avoid the risk of uncertainty that inventory
won’t sell and the decreasing perceived value of given ad spots.
They also want to support, not undercut, their direct sales forces and avoid the possibility of channel conflict. 3
“We [in the industry] always think the publishers are crazy for not putting all their inventory into RTB today,”
Michael Weaver, Vice President, Publisher Services, MEDIAMATH, said at an Ad Week symposium in New York.
“But there are risks of channel conflict and jeopardizing current revenue streams. Publishers are dealing with
that in the real world.”
Still, the ad exchange environment is not an all-or-nothing proposition. Sellers can release portions of
inventory to test their viability and pricing, then adjust over time to constantly increase the value by garnering
incrementally higher and higher bids.
“There are ways to run small, structured experiments and get data, and run them on an ongoing basis,” Duggal
says. “Do it on a systematic basis at scales that you can tolerate so as not to impact the business too badly, but
you can get the data you need.”

Understand Viewership (and Allow Targeting)
The more transparent a seller can be about the viewers — as well as the properties — of its inventory, the
more bids and higher values they can receive.
Many marketers, for example, are willing to spend more to reach certain demographic groups that match
their brands — suburban mothers, Hispanic shoppers, and high-income men have all been named as desirable
in recent campaigns.
“Exposing your inventory to potential buyers allows them to match the impressions in a way that brings much
higher value than you could ever predict or price on your own,” says Alex Merwin, SpotXchange Director of
RTB. “All of a sudden your remnant inventory is not so remnant anymore.”

3

As noted in our Chapter 7 on “Private Marketplaces.”
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Calculate the Yield Curve
Some sellers resist releasing inventory at a lower price
than they’ve specified for fear of losing revenue.
The equation can, in fact, be the opposite. It’s probably
better to sell 10 million impressions at $10 CPM and
make $10,000 than sell 1 million impressions at $15
CPM and make only $1,500.
By analyzing the available data, sellers can ascertain
an optimal demand curve — the price at which they
will achieve the highest overall revenue with the
maximum number of bids.

(Source: SpotXchange, 2013)

SSPs (supply side platforms) have also started to introduce predictive modeling. As they become more
sophisticated, they can tell a publisher when and how to release different segments of inventory, and where
to set floor prices.
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Think Holistically (and Consider Cost)
“Programmatic is critical, but it is only one of the elements that matter to a publisher,” Scott Spencer, Google’s
director of product management, told AdExchanger.4 “You have to look at programmatic and direct sales
together to be able to come up with a comprehensive solution.”
Even for the most premium of publishers with the most skilled sales forces, there’s always some good inventory
that goes unsold. Private marketplaces (see Chapter 7) can provide control for a seller, but also limit exposure
to the open market and, so, reduce bid levels.
Using the optimization tools an exchange can provide can assure inventory doesn’t get treated as a remnant
afterthought — or left altogether unsold.
Sellers should also consider the expense side. While direct sales usually show more revenue per impression
and larger long-term sponsorships, such direct deals can also be costly to close and execute.
Factoring cost into the yield equation can help you understand margins — very useful to the bottom line.
There may be occasions when programmatic can net more than direct sales. Sales teams can then focus on
the highest value deals.
“It all comes from the publisher strategy on how you look at your different channels. You have your direct
channel, your sponsorship channel, your private channel with settings and your open market RTB channel,”
said Mario Diez, CEO, QuadrantOne, a SSP for display advertising for local newspaper sites at the OMMA RTB
Conference.5 “There are different needs and different opportunities to gather intelligence from each one.”

Stay Simple: Focus on What Works
When choosing tools, focus on what’s most effective. As the market matures, algorithms and understanding
will improve, and buyers will become more comfortable with multivariate models combining a flow of
interrelated factors.
For now, though, simple value propositions that give buyers what they most value will work best.
“Sometimes, there’s such a complex set of complex rules that buyers and even bidders cannot figure out a way
to use the inventory,” Duggal says. “Buy into simplicity. If the market gets overly complex, things never get going.”
4

http://www.adexchanger.com/online-advertising/google-ramps-up-guaranteed-programmatic/

5

http://www.ustream.tv/recorded/28768203
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Pruning less effective inventory increases the value of what remains. Reducing clutter
makes remaining inventory more valuable and can yield more revenue.
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9
I See Through You! Tensions, Conflicts and Transparency
Even with triple digit growth expected this year for programmatic buying and selling of ads, tensions and
conflicts threaten to hinder progress.
Naturally, a technology that’s barely three years old will have some hitches as digital media buyers and sellers
figure out what’s needed and refine their methods.
They’re also slowed by trying to balance existing business channels — such as direct sales and time-honored
media buying — with new models.
And, sadly, some of the friction comes from market participants trying to game the system.
The industry must address it all to increase comfort on all sides and bring new, perpetuating revenues.
Fortunately, solutions are coming into view.

Tension: Programmatic vs. Direct
Media buyers have been shifting budgets to programmatic buying platforms in an attempt to cost-efficiently
capture value for their brands.
Yet, despite notable successes, sellers have yet to capture all of available budgets. Challenges posed by
aggregating high quality inventory and appending demanded targeting information at scale are not trivial.
And though sellers want to capture those budgets, they have struggled with how to judiciously move the
right inventory to advertising exchanges without cannibalizing direct sales.
The remedy comes from both sides. Buyers must reveal the value they’re looking for while
sellers increase their sophistication in showing where the value they’re offering lies. They must manage the
programmatic channels for maximum yield.1
1

See Chapter 8 for more on how sellers can increase yield.
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Tension: Human vs. Machine
It’s “folly” to think human beings can keep up with the computational power of machines, Jag Duggal, SVP,
Product, of Quantcast, told SpotXchange. “We’re not going to biologically be able to keep up with petabytes
of data.”

Over time, machines will fulfill more of the automated advertising orders at which they excel. That will provide
efficiency and liquidity that allow us humans to elevate our efforts, adding real value by providing:
Strategic decisions and direction that set the parameters for the machines
Capturing the complete digital consumer journey: the 10,000-foot view that incorporates direct,
programmatic and other marketing and sales environments into a coordinated digital media plan
connecting with consumers through all stages of the purchase cycle
A holistic look at the P&L, showing expenses as well as revenues, achieving efficiencies driven by
effectiveness and not just cost

The solution is, simply, to have people and machines each play to their strengths. Roles (and
headcount) are changing dramatically, and new skills are required. Tactical trafficking teams are still necessary,
but teams must also be more quantitatively focused and strategic than in the past.
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Tension: Sales vs. Ops
Traditionally, ad operations has been the place that fulfills the deals closed by a direct sales team. Over time
it has also become the group that places low-value remnant ad spots — the “sawdust,” as one digital video ad
sales derisively calls them — into the market.
Exchange-driven advertising, though, is subtly shifting the balance.
Ad ops, and the automated trading desks (ATDs) that work with them, can produce important revenue and
function higher “upstream” in the strategic process by identifying ways to match inventory to bids.
“We have data about people’s behavior that fuels the buying process, that fuels the creative process, that fuels
segmentation, that happens well before campaigns [are launched],” Scott Hegedorn, CEO of Omnicom Media’s
Annalect Group, said at last year’s Ad Week conference. “The ‘buy’ function is such a downstream process of
what we’re actually doing.”
Because the ATDs become revenue rather than cost centers, the problem may become the
solution. The tension they create may, in fact, be healthy.
The direct ad sales teams can focus on custom brand experiences and higher value deals, spurred to prove
they can achieve more than the programmatic buys.

Tension: Transparency
Buyers and sellers have tended to hold their cards close and not reveal all of what they want or have.
But, as we noted previously,2
if buyers don’t say what kind
of “precious diamond” they
want, the seller won’t know
to show it to them.

2

Chapter 8
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Sellers, meanwhile, have to understand that to capture budgets they must reveal more about their inventory
to secure more bids — information like player size, content details and video duration.
“Whether publishers like it or not, advertisers are going to disaggregate audiences from digital media through
the use of algorithmic optimization, third-party data and retargeting,” notes Alex Merwin, Director RTB, for
SpotXchange. “The challenge is for them to craft a meaningful business model that exposes this audience
data in a way that creates value for advertisers.”
Buyers and sellers, meanwhile, are both clamoring for transparency.
Buyers want to know not just when they won a bid, but also, when they lost, what price it was that won.
Sellers want to have more control over the ability to price their inventory appropriately in an exchange environment.
Variance in some auction models among the exchanges and SSPs has often made it unclear whether bids are
cleared at their actual value, the second price bid or some variation either based on human or algorithmic
intervention. This obfuscation creates uncertainty and friction, limiting more dollars from flowing into the market.
Sellers also want to know all the bids that are available for a single impression, not just a single one as is returned
by most demand-side platforms (DSPs) in today’s real-time bidding (RTB) environments. The information will
help them set more informed price floors and predict the value of their inventory as circumstances change
over time. This information is critical for a holistic yield management strategy to come to fruition.
Additionally, many DSPs don’t expose bids to auctioneers that are below a publisher’s reserve price. This limits
the information for a publisher to set floors, which can be set somewhat arbitrarily. Sellers may be willing to
let the inventory go at a price reasonably close to their “ask.” As an example, a seller may receive no bids on an
impression priced at $10. But were buyers willing to pay $9.99? There may be other bids just a bit lower that
can absorb still more inventory at a reasonable price.
The solution is for buyers to reveal more about what they want and will pay for, and sellers to
employ the tools that help them become more sophisticated at finding — and surfacing — the inventory they
have that matches those buyers’ requirements, and setting rates accordingly.
Buyers — including ad networks and DSPs — can increase liquidity, and help fulfill more orders for their
clients, and secure more revenue for themselves, through multi-bid transparency, that is, returning all bids
for available inventory.
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Sellers need to transmit more information about the impression opportunity and winning (and, if possible,
losing) bids to buyers and DSPs.
Increased volume will also help, as more liquidity will help the market adjust to multiple countervailing forces
over time.
“Transparency and visibility lets us shift an increasing amount of dollars within the digital space,” Darren Herman,
Chief Digital Media Officer, The Media Kitchen, told the IAB. 3

Tension: Fraud
“The programmatic advertising business — a multi-billion dollar marketplace growing faster than search,
video, or anything else for that matter — is riddled with fraud,” Federated Media founder John Batelle wrote
recently in a column exploring worst practices. 4
He was talking mainly about display advertising, but those working in video cannot afford to be complacent.
Fraud, simply put, depresses value over time even if some participants are able to reap benefits in the short term.
Sellers offering video need to transparently reveal its characteristics — URL, player size,
contextual category, user-initiation, placement on the page, and so-on — and allow for verification and
certification through respected industry players.
Through adherence to the IAB’s “Quality Assurance Guidelines,” 5 for example -- which are being updated this
year to better account for video — sellers receive a seal that verifies they are providing the advertising as they claim.
“Historically, we assumed all sites were innocent until proven guilty. Now we assume guilt until we establish
innocence,” media6degrees VP, Product Management Kevin Reilly wrote recently. 6 “While we don’t claim to be
perfect, we are confident that we work with the best, most brand safe publishers in the vast exchange ecosystem.”
Buyers, too, must make clear that the metrics they promise marketers are meaningful and are metrics that they
can actually achieve.
Instituting more straightforward practices may, realistically, cause some short-term pain.
http://youtu.be/uwn_Ee3wKsI
http://battellemedia.com/archives/2013/01/bad-actors-in-the-adtech-ecosystem.php
5
http://www.iab.net/ne_guidelines
3
4

6

http://m6d.com/2012/09/24/the-constant-gardener-making-programmatic-buying-safe-for-brands-2/
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“Nearly everyone gets paid from fraud – the publishers, the exchanges, the data providers, and the agencies,”
notes Battelle. “Even the marketers, who are footing the bill, feel like they are getting value — because the
success metrics they’ve set up are being met.”
But by adhering to accepted principles, the industry long-term stands a better chance to thrive. Good
advertising leads to greater sales, and greater success for all upstanding participants.

Tension: The Middle Man
Arbitraging lower-priced inventory and selling it for a higher price is a time-honored way to create a
profitable margin.
Some third-parties — including ad networks and exchanges — buy inventory from other exchanges,
repackaging and pricing it to secure the scale they need to fulfill contractual deals.
Buyers may be left in the dark, not realizing the inventory they’re acquiring has been repackaged and marked
up at a higher price. Sellers can feel resentful at the sliver of dollars they ultimately receive compared to what’s
being spent on the other end.
By providing real value, a middle man can help rather than hurt.
In an increasingly fragmented advertising landscape, in which divided types of expertise are required for
different roles, simply applying that expertise can be of value.
A third-party may, for example, cost-efficiently aggregate and assemble media in ways that lay outside a buyer’s
current core expertise or be cumbersome to achieve piecemeal without their help. They may specialize in data
analysis or other services that greatly improve effectiveness.
Assuring buyers and sellers of a set price — and verifying the promised inventory is delivered in the promised
way — can also provide real value. If all sides understand what’s being done, all can rest assured.
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Tension: Price vs. Value
It can sometimes seem to sellers that buyers just want inventory as cheaply as possible.
Yet, while not all inventory is premium, all of it has value. For sellers, understanding factors that influence that
value is key, including:
Timing: Day part, month and season can each affect impact and price
Targeting: Behavioral, geographic, demographic and psychographic factors all influence bids
Context: The URL and type of content both hold sway. Top marketers want to be in a brand-safe
environment, as well as one appropriate to their message
Supply: How much similar inventory is in the market at any given time can affect prices
Demand: The demand curve changes according to all the factors above, as well as what marketing
campaigns or pushes may be in effect at any given time
Ad Collision: When one marketer’s ad clashes with another’s, it can drive away programmatic bids.
Sometimes, interstitial ads cause such an “unintended roadblock”
Airlines understand only too well that the price of every
seat fluctuates according to a range of factors that can
change in an instant. Both the buy and sell sides have
an optimum point at which they achieve the maximum
value of this perishable asset.
Ad buyers and sellers, too, have an optimum point where
they can find a match that’s most valuable overall. 7
Sellers need to learn how to best assign value
before the video is served (and the chance to obtain top dollar
is lost), or, in airline terms, to sell the seat for the best possible
price before the plane leaves the ground.
7

Pricing geeks know the “Pareto Efficiency Frontier” covers the concept.
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Buyers, too, need to become more sophisticated in understanding the value they receive, and the tension
among targeting, reach and engagement. There is not an infinite amount of quality inventory with perfect
targeting that will spur a viewer to click.
Buyers and sellers accustomed to display advertising may also need help understanding the many ways that
video differs from display advertising. 8 Video is much more than a direct response medium, and can fulfill
multiple, measurable aims that include influencing a buyer’s perceptions and intent well beyond click-through
or immediately tracked acquisition.
“There is an inconsistent landscape of metrics — view throughs, engagement, click-throughs and other
factors”, Will Richmond, President and Founder of Broadband Directions LLC, which publishes VideoNuze,
told SpotXchange. “It becomes incumbent on the media buyer to be knowledgeable and investigate whether
the metric meets their needs.”

Tension: Information vs. Privacy
There’s nothing better than great advertising delivered to just the right person in just the right way at just the
right time. But that can only happen at scale with specific, verified information
about who that person is and what they want.
Yet, the best information possible can also be the most intrusive.
Laws and regulations under consideration in Washington could,
in an instant, force draconian changes on the industry and push
billions of dollars away.
Marketers need to understand when, how and how
far to go before they make viewers overly uncomfortable. Sellers need
to transparently reveal the information they are collecting, and how
they’re appropriately sharing it.
All sides need to follow best practices and industry guidelines while explaining to the public and lawmakers
the value being created, and assuring them the data collected cannot be abused.

Conclusion
In the best business dealings — whether buying and selling clothes, cars or ads — all sides walk away pleased,
and ready to go through the process many times over.
A frictionless atmosphere that transparently creates both real and perceived value is the one in which all sides
are happiest and the market booms.
Some spillage and inefficiency are inevitable, but we can get closer to a marketplace that’s more efficient, and
provides more value, for all.
8

See Chapters 1 and 2 for more on how video and display advertising differ.
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For BUYERS and SELLERS
Work with the team over time to explore and test how removing tensions and instituting best
practices help increase revenues and profitability.
Look for ‘quants’, people who can create stories from data. If your team doesn’t have them today, start
hunting, fast. Advertising is an increasingly data-driven industry.
Challenge your partners. Ask the tough questions, and demand answers. If you don’t get them, that’s
information in and of itself.
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Best Practices — Successful Buyer and Seller Case Studies
In our chapters so far, we’ve gone from high-level overviews to ground-floor primers on ways buyers and
sellers can extract the most value from advertising.
Now, we’d like to give some examples that illustrate the results. The real-world cases below show actual
executions done through video advertising exchanges.1

Buy Side Case: Let it Snow(mobile)!
From October through February, a snowmobile brand committed to spending $60,000 to reach potential
buyers of their vehicles with video ads in snowy U.S. states and in Canada.
They wanted to reach men aged 35 to 54, increasing
their awareness and intent to purchase the snowmobiles.
As sellers of a luxury item, the brand also wanted a strong
proportion of the video ads on premium publishers’ sites.
And though theirs was a branding campaign, they hoped
for strong CTRs, which would give them useful information
about their potential customer base, and also generate yet
more awareness and intent to buy.
Their stated key performance indicators were to achieve a CTR of 0.80%, and a CVR of 70%.
The specifics given are accurate, though in some cases we have masked or slightly adjusted them to preserve confidentiality.

1
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The exchange custom-tailored the campaign not only for the requested geotargeting, but also to automatically
optimize the targeting over time for more refined geographies and relevant content.
They also targeted against a list of relevant keyword searches, including “snow sports,” “off-roading,” and
“football.”
During the month of January amid heavy snowfalls, the brand increased
their spend to $45,000 for the month, getting about 4 million
impressions. Overall, they secured about 7.5 million impressions at an
average CPM of about $10.50.

Measures of Success
By every measure, the campaign was deemed a success. The client successfully filled every desired impression,
with an average CTR of 0.96% and CVR of 75% — both well above the stated Key Performance Indicators (KPIs).

They also received some important learnings to optimize against,
both during the campaign and for future efforts, including:
The premium channels performed better against the KPIs, with
a 1.27% CTR and 87% CVR
Performance improved when premium content was on local
content sites
Demographic targeting had significantly better performance
than behavioral targeting
Both of the two ads run -- one highlighting the snowmobiles'
performance and handling, another about the brand's high level
of innovation -- had similar performance metrics
Run-of-network impressions in Canada, with diverse traffic and
slightly higher CPMs, performed best of the geographic regions
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“This was one of the first times they had shifted budget from broadcast to digital,” a source involved in the
campaign told SpotXchange. “They wanted to see what was successful, to try to get as much information as
possible about digital performance.”
The client’s agency not only achieved those objectives, but also committed to buying many more impressions
in the coming year.
An executive who manages programmatic campaigns for multiple brands agreed that brands can succeed by
intelligently using the information and metrics at their disposal.

“We’re sitting on so much data, working with so many
different tools and data sources,” said Chris Paul, Vivaki’s
General Manager of Audience on Demand, told
SpotXchange. “The confidence is high that we should
be able to revolutionize campaigns for clients.”

Buy Side Case: A Beer Reaches – and Learns From – Its Core Consumers
Last spring, a major brewery was launching a new beer in Canada, and wanted to get as much
engaged viewership as possible for a highly produced 30-second video spot.
The brand’s agency stated the campaign’s goals as generating brand
awareness and increasing purchase intent among consumers of legal age.
Because of legal requirements, the brewer needed the video ads targeted
to adults aged 19 and older, indexing 70% or more, and verified by third-parties
such as Nielsen, comScore or eXelate.
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The agency specified the key performance indicators of the video campaign as having a high CVR and CTR.
They hoped people would click-through to learn more about the beer on the company’s website. The ads
were to run as pre-roll video.

Choosing Channels
The brand knew from experience that their core customers were men and sports enthusiasts, and so chose to
place the ads into Sports, Entertainment and Men’s channels created by the ad exchange from available websites.
They planned to spend $35,000 for ads run in computer browsers, with no phone or tablet components.
The exchange worked to continually unearth findings of what was and wasn’t working, share them with the
agency, and optimize the campaign for maximum effectiveness. Steps they took included:
Going through the sites within the channels and removing impressions from underperforming ones
Analyzing the channels and offering to weigh the most effective channel more heavily
Early in the campaign, the exchange discovered that the sports channel, which had mainly on-demand clips
rather than live viewing, had the highest CVR, at approximately 95%, or about 40% higher than industry
average. The Men’s and Entertainment channels performed below average.

The exchange also found that French language ads performed better in French-speaking Canada, even when
placed before English-language content.
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The exchange offered to shift impressions into the sports channel, but the client took the innovative approach
based on their knowledge, and instead moved impressions to an urban region with a high population density
among their target demographic. There, they found the highest CTR of the campaign, and an above average
CVR, of 65%.
With a $15 (Canadian) average CPM, strong performance, and the ability to re-allocate impressions in the
middle of the campaign, and 2.3 million targeted impressions, the agency reported a high level of satisfaction
and the intention to run more campaigns.

Sell Side Case: Political Season, Geotargeting and High CVR
From September through early November of last year, demand spiked from both presidential campaigns, and
from a few local politicians, for video impressions in the key states of Ohio, Pennsylvania, Virginia, Wisconsin,
North Dakota, Iowa and Colorado.
The campaigns wanted high levels of reach, which they based on the states’ population and percentage of
Internet users. Five days before launch, they also specified a CVR of 70% or better for their spots, which were
30- and 60-seconds long.
One publisher had a lot of reach and
available impressions in the desired
regions, especially in entertainment
videos. Netting a $10 average CPM,
the publisher served enough impressions
to garner $99,400 in September, a whopping
$221,983 in October, and $216,094 in the
month of November.
The publisher, which had both its own videos
and those aggregated from other producers,
and also syndicated video to other publishers,
was able to consistently increase revenues by
garnering the requested completion rates, and
serve more impressions within the specified geographies.
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Sell Side Case: Lowered Floor = 70% More Revenue
In another campaign in January, a publisher took the suggestion of an ad exchange’s account manager, and
lowered their per-impression floor price to attract more bids from a telecom company selling mobile products.
“There were ad requests from the publisher that were not being
monetized. We identified bid activity below the publisher’s floor
price and the opportunity for additional revenue.”
The publisher was able to increase their net revenue from
$17,000 to $57,000 from the month for the campaign, while
continuing to hit the buyer’s desired impression levels within
specified demographic categories in the United States.
Had the publisher not lowered their “ask,” they would
have earned 70% less revenue for that month.
“A lot of this is built on trust in the relationship,” the
account manager told us. “If we didn’t consistently come
through with our promises, the publisher would not have
acted on our suggestion to lower their floor price.”

Sell Side Case: Re-Offering Impressions and a 200% Revenue
An advertising exchange’s account manager for a gaming publisher
in a popular social media platform noticed that millions of valuable
impressions were going unfilled through their exchange.
The publisher confirmed the impressions were not being sold
elsewhere, either.
The exchange and the publisher worked together to re-aggregate
the unsold impressions that had not attracted appropriate bids into
a “catch-all” channel through which they were again offered at a lower rate.
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The result: The new channel, by itself, attracted more revenue — $9,663 over the month’s final ten days — than
the total revenues of $8,271 in the month’s first ten days.
From the beginning to the end of the month in which the program was launched the publisher saw a 200%
revenue increase, to a total of $22,332 in the final 10 days of the month.
So far this month, the new channel has accounted for 45% of the publisher’s revenues through the exchange.

Lessons Learned
The above cases show how so much of what we’ve called for and called out in previous chapters, can help
improve the dynamics of the marketplace for buyers and sellers, and increase revenues for all.

Transparency
We’ve consistently called for transparency. It really does help.
When a buyer states clearly what’s desired, and what the goals are, the exchange and sellers can work harder
to fulfill them. When the seller shows impressions — and that they’re from verified premium URL — they can
perform better and attract higher CPMs.

Iteration and Flexibility
When managing yield, publishers must pay attention to market conditions and be flexible on the floor price.
They can get a much higher fill rate and earn much higher revenues, overall.
They can, by re-offering unsold inventory at lower prices, sometimes aggregated in new ways, attract many
times more revenue overall.
Publishers should work to provide content with impressions within the desired targets — demographic,
geographic, contextual and otherwise.
Premium content does perform better and attract higher CPMs.

Monitor and Improve
Consistent monitoring of performance against strategic goals and KPIs helps improve performance, satisfaction
and revenues and leads to a “win” for all sides.
The human element, and alignment of KPIs and larger strategic goals, plays a key role. The technology does
what it’s best at, letting people do the same.
There is no one silver bullet, but continued use of a suite of techniques and technological offerings, and constant
improvement in both and in their usage add up to a powerful arsenal that assures big gains immediately and
over time.
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Addendum
To now, in this white paper (more of a book, really2), we’ve brought readers through
The state of the digital video and advertising landscapes
Explanations of video and other advertising exchanges
Overviews and primers on how the “buy” vs. “sell” sides can succeed
A look at how ad units and standards are defined and improving
Private marketplaces (a.k.a. private exchanges), and how they work
Strategies for managing yield for the highest value
Keys to measurement, and to improving it
Conflicts and tensions that industry players are working to resolve
And, in our gesture of transparency, we thought it time to introduce the writers of this paper, who have
worked closely with the SpotXchange team to bring you the best information analysis we can. Dorian
Benkoil of Teeming Media and Richard Glosser of Hilltop Digital are long-time executives, consultants and
strategists in media and advertising. In addition, the SpotXchange team has been invaluable with their direction,
expertise, insights and support of this project: Leanne Smullen, Annie Vissat Dineen, Lauren Arensdorf, Alex
Merwin, Doug Render, Jeremy Straight, Bryon Evje, Jordan Dailey Kaar, Christie Schmidt, Mike Shehan and
the SpotXchange team at The Horn Group.

2

We can literally deliver to you a bound copy, if you would like. Contact us at pr@spotxchange.com
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Chapter 11: Summary, Excitement and Predictions for the Future
The final chapter of our Digital Video Survival Guide
So, what’s the future? Where is the digital video advertising landscape headed, and programmatic advertising
along within it? Here are a few trends we see (along with footnotes to point you to more information in our
previous chapters).
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This year and next will see increased understanding of the value of video advertising exchanges, as well as
increased expertise in how to effectively use them and their related tools. There will also be increased adoption
of private marketplaces, in both the digital video buyer and seller communities.

More Money, Bigger Budgets
It’s a well-known fact that video consumption is growing1 on every screen connected to a digital media network.
“As media companies—both small and large—realize how important sight, sound and motion is to their audience’s
experience on their websites, we’ll soon evolve to a world in which there is a video player on every page of
every meaningful website,” Alvin Bowles, Grab Media CEO, told SpotXchange.
Advertising spend is following consumers as they seek
out more and more online video. This growth in online
video spend is coming both from reallocated spend
from other digital channels and traditional channel
reallocation, such as TV.
Today, the fragmented online video ecosystem
makes it incredibly inefficient to transform advertising
spend into results for the CMO, especially compared
to traditional channels like TV. That’s just one reason
programmatic advertising will take a bigger share
of video advertising budgets.
“Agencies controlling a lot of the dollars are going to funnel more of those dollars through their agency trading
desks (ATDs),” Dave Otten, CEO of LongTail Video, told SpotXchange. “If I’m WPP, rather than work separately
with 20 ad networks … I’m going to work with my trading desk to get a more efficient buy.”
1

See Chapter 1 of this paper.
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Observers, analysts and industry insiders all believe that tools will improve, expertise will grow, and the digital
video advertising industry will balloon. Forrester Consulting predicts 20% growth this year to $3.6 billion, and
by 2014 to $4.6 billion.

(Source: Forrester Consulting, RTB Powers the Rapid Growth of Online Video, 2013)

The efficiencies come on the expense side, too, as we’ll explore in a moment.
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More Inventory, Greater Reach, More Data
The higher demand from buyers will in turn spur sellers to place more of their advertising inventory into
programmatic markets, in order to attract as much of the
increasing budgets as they can — whether on open
exchanges or through more tightly controlled private
marketplaces2 that use exchange technology.

“

“

Those added offerings will, then, give buyers greater ability
through advertising exchanges to not only reach intended
targets — demographic, behavioral, contextual, geographic
and various permutations and combinations — but also to
achieve the reach at scale that encourages marketers to
commit more dollars to the space.

New platforms -— from video players like Roku to video-centric game centers, connected TVs and IPTV delivered
through set-top boxes — will also open up to programmatic buys. They are already making inquiries and
experimenting in the space.
“TV will be bought in a dynamic audience-based fashion via trading desks,” Christina Beaumier, VP Global
Client Development, Xaxis, told SpotXchange, “while digital video will target based on set-top box advertising
viewership data.”
In the more distant future, digital out of home inventory will be auctioned off via RTB systems. One can imagine
a day in the future where connected refrigerators, cars and even non-media apps will probably tap into
programmatic buying.
Increases in liquidity, transparency on both sides of the marketplace (demand and supply) and impression
clearance will boost the amount of data, which, when analyzed, will allow new targeting, segmentation and
effectiveness — and entice exchanges and their partners to improve and develop tools.
They will create matching algorithms that produce better results — often with dynamic pricing to find a match
— that capture more bids, and thus attract more inventory and still more spending.
2

See Chapter 7 for more on private marketplaces, also called private exchanges.
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Greater Efficiencies, Segmentation
Media buyers will in the coming months also control expenses and cut waste by executing more campaigns
through programmatic technologies via their ATDs.
“A traditional advertising deal takes hundreds of emails, insertion orders, manual tagging and trafficking. Then
there’s reporting, change orders, bill synching. You find out why an agency has 200 people just to execute
buys,” notes SpotXchange CEO Mike Shehan. “Programmatic advertising is the automation of all of that.”

Sellers, too, will this year gain new tools that help them learn how, when and where to release inventory in
ways that yield the most dollars, and the highest margins.3
They will learn ways to generate high CPMs at lower incremental cost, and, like buyers, will benefit from the
efficiencies that programmatic selling provides. They will experiment more not only with private marketplaces,
but also with exposing inventory to open exchanges while minimizing sales channel conflicts or sales cannibalization.
To gain the value, however, sellers will have to become advanced in their use of the technologies, and learn the
complexities of judiciously and effectively surfacing data to take advantage of the benefits of increased
transparency.
3

See Chapter 8 , on how sellers can better manage yield for higher revenues.
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Transparency
Advertising exchanges reward buyers and sellers as never before for transparency,4 for revealing what they
want, and what they have. In exchanges, the interests of both sides and even of intermediaries are unusually
well-aligned.
Buyers, by showing details of their targets, bid amounts, and goals — as well as surfacing multiple bids for the
same inventory — will unearth more attractive inventory from sellers who realize they can fulfill those bids.
Sellers will attract more bids, often at higher CPMs and for more overall revenue,5 by revealing the attributes
of the video they’re offering — from site-specific URLs, to player size, ad position and premium placements.
Additionally, sellers will begin to leverage their own first-party data about the user, to aid the buy side in
segmenting and matching appropriate advertisers for the placement to drive marketing results.
Exchanges, working to match supply and demand to fulfill more deals will also encourage buyers and sellers
as well as partners like SSPs and DSPs to be more transparent and earn more, overall, with everyone else.
The exchanges will have a key role to play in improving integration protocols, APIs and user interfaces to reduce
friction and error while realizing this vision. Industry standards such as the Deal ID6 and OpenRTB are examples
of this codification.
The new transparency and technology on top of increased inventory and more data, will in turn allow for more
segmentation, and, in more cases, the Holy Grail of verified, targeted reach at scale, along with quantified
response metrics such as CTRs, CVRs and other more sophisticated measurements .

4
5
6

See Chapters 8 and 9 for more on transparency and how it can earn more for all sides.
See Chapter 10 for case studies showing how transparency earned more for publishers.
See Chapter 5 on industry moves to develop new units and standards.
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It’s hard to say exactly when some trends will reach a tipping point. They depend on multiple factors and
interests cooperating when immediate benefits may not be clear. While we don’t know when, we do believe
market forces are strongly pushing in these directions.

Better Measurability
Privately, media buyers at major advertising agencies acknowledge that despite the promise of programmatic
buying, marketers today are often more comfortable placing ads on television. And that’s not just because of
wide, flat screens with beautiful resolution.
For TV, models that measure reach, impact and attribution are well-developed and accepted. Despite
acknowledged flaws, marketers and buyers believe they’re getting apples-to-apples comparisons from ad
campaigns on traditional platforms.
For digital video, however, it’s a lot harder to verifiably measure and attribute exposures to brand lift, intent to
purchase and especially hard to then correlate it all to key engagement metrics only digital can provide.
The explosion in mobile has further muddied the equation with its varied operating systems, screens, devices
and standards.
Inevitably though, where eyeballs go, so will advertising.
While we know media measurement will never be perfect,
that we’ll never know that every ad is delivered to exactly
the right person at the right time, it is getting better.
Meaningful efforts are coalescing at the highest levels to
bring accepted standards to the industry.
Nielsen and comScore last year introduced methods to
correlate digital and other media through all-inclusive GRPs.
The IAB is working on verification standards that all can adopt.
“We’re sitting on so much data, working with so many different tools and data sources. There are a lot of data
levers we can pull,” Chris Paul, GM Audience on Demand, Vivaki, told SpotXchange.
“With certain clients we’ve been able to connect what goes on in digital advertising all the way through to a sale.”
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Separation, Segmentation and Sales
Today, major media companies view ad exchanges mainly as a way to sell unsold ad inventory.
“Today TV network executives understand programmatic as a business model, but not as a technology platform.
I’m hopeful in the future that is not the case,” Shehan says.
Sellers will discover, though, that programmatic technology is really a way for them to connect with buyers in
the most efficient way possible at their own terms (guaranteed fixed price or dynamically priced auctions with
minimum ask prices).
Buyers will gain access to the broadest wealth of advertising opportunities — both open and private — only
if they participate in programmatic buying.
To intelligently target the crowds amassing in real time around viral phenomena like the Harlem Shake and
Gangnam Style — well outside the reach of predictable, premium content producers — they’ll have to use
programmatic buys.
All sides, too, will discover the efficiencies that programmatic brings, letting human beings do less of the clerical
work and add more of the intelligence and analysis that adds real value.

Historical Trends:

(Sources: IAB, PricewatershouseCoopers, IAB Internet Advertising Revenue Report, 2012)
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Direct sales will not disappear, but will be strengthened toward differentiated brand experiences. Sales people
will use the tools to demonstrate the worth of their properties while also crafting high-touch, customized
campaigns to delight clients more than any standardized mass placement.
Sales people will also use programmatic infrastructure to execute every appropriate component within the
larger buys.
“At this point, 80 percent of [publishers’] revenue is still coming from 20 percent of the inventory,” Yieldex CEO
Andy Nibley told AdExchanger.7 “But, there may be programmatic ways that they can sell, without giving away
their premium inventory and still get the benefit of all the brand work they’ve done.”
Experts predict that in the future direct selling and programmatic advertising will each handle about 50 percent
of ad buys, he says.

Conclusion: Industry Transformation
Just as the financial world has avidly embraced technologies that empower buyers, sellers and traders while
enriching and enlivening markets, and expanding access to capital, so too will video advertising move to
automated exchanges and birth the same benefits.
“At some point, any unit that can be
standardized and automated will leverage
this programmatic infrastructure we’re all
creating,” Shehan says. “I don’t know if that’s
a 3-year, 5-year or 10-year prospect but it is
going to happen. The idea of tags being used
in the future like they are today, it’s going
to disappear.”

7

http://www.adexchanger.com/yield-management-tools/ceo-nibley-sees-big-data-and-dmps-impacting-yieldex/
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Ultimately, programmatic technology will likely reconfigure the entire video advertising industry, just as CPC,
search and ad networks did for text.

In the ad tech industry, the winners will be those to couple two key development areas. Creating
powerful, efficient and scalable technologies while staffing passionate service teams to craft
go to market strategies and support client bases coping with the breakneck pace of innovation
in our space.

Ad exchanges, like equity markets, will tout the value they bring to all sides to encourage participation. In the
coming ecosystem, every buyer and seller — salespeople, publishers, aggregators, and ad networks — will all
have to prove their worth to compete.
The market will separate into different types of inventory and opportunities, from mass commoditized deals
to highly customized premium campaigns.
Technologists and statisticians will mimic financial markets, and develop new methods of creating derivatives,
futures trading and hedging; early experiments have already begun.
We also believe that digital advertising creative will improve. It must, to encourage the types of targeted
engagement and social sharing that leading brands will increasingly demand.
“Programmatic platforms will drive direct sales and brand experiences,” Shehan says. “I definitely think that it is
going to be programmatic — maybe by another name in the future — that will dominate all forms of media.”
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Sellers:
Buyers:

Don’t Confuse Technology and Pricing. Put inventory in private
marketplaces to improve sell-through rates on spikes in traffic.
It is impossible to plan for a video going viral or a major news event
capturing the country’s attention.

Don’t Equate RTB With Bad Inventory. While bid-based models
may lead to decreased eCPMs on broad-based campaigns, they
may wind up bidding up the price on high quality, in-demand
content.

Thank you for reading our Survival Guide. Stay in touch with SpotXchange and the evolving world of digital
video as the conversation continues on our blog — http://www.spotxchange.com/blog and through LinkedIn,
Twitter, and Facebook.
The Survival Guide to Digital Video was written by Dorian Benkoil of Teeming Media (@dbenk) and Richard
Glosser of Hilltop Digital (@rglosser) with support and assistance from SpotXchange and The Horn Group.
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